Clinical Pharmacy Activities: We Know What to Do, but for Whom Should We Do It?

Clinical pharmacy is defined as “a health science discipline in which pharmacists provide patient care that optimizes medication therapy and promotes health, wellness, and disease prevention” and “embraces the philosophy of pharmaceutical care.” The role of the clinical pharmacist is to promote effective, evidence-based, safe, and cost-conscious drug therapy to improve patient outcomes.

The World Health Organization and the International Pharmaceutical Federation have stated that pharmacist services “have been associated with improved health and economic outcomes, a reduction in medicine-related adverse events, improved quality of life, and reduced morbidity and mortality” (p. 12). These positive outcomes have been demonstrated in observational studies, randomized controlled trials, and systematic reviews.

Recently, consensus clinical pharmacy key performance indicators (cpKPIs) were developed in Canada. A cpKPI is a quantifiable process measure of a clinical pharmacist activity that has been shown to be associated with positive outcomes. The 8 cpKPI activities are reconciling admission medications, participating in interprofessional patient care rounds, developing and initiating a pharmaceutical care plan, resolving drug therapy problems (DTPs), educating patients during their hospital stay, educating patients at discharge, reconciling medications at discharge, and providing comprehensive direct patient care in collaboration with the healthcare team.

Given the relatively limited number of inpatient clinical pharmacists in Canada (fewer than 5000 across the country), it is clear that demand for these cpKPI activities will be greater than the system’s capacity to deliver them to all patients. Therefore, some mechanism is needed to prioritize delivery of cpKPI activities to patients. The value index has been proposed to help pharmacists prioritize clinical activities. The value index takes into account the prevalence of the condition of interest in the patient population, the quality aggregate of the proposed activity (where the quality aggregate encompasses quality of evidence, effectiveness in relation to clinically important outcomes, impact on safety, efficiency, direct link between pharmacist’s activity and outcome, and reliance on the pharmacist to perform the activity), and the effort required to perform the activity.

Complex chronic conditions are prevalent and impactful diseases that account for a disproportionate number of emergency department visits, hospital admissions and readmissions, and prolonged lengths of stay, as well as a disproportionate amount of overall health resource utilization in Canada. A very small number of case-mix group diseases account for a significant proportion of acute care bed utilization across Canada. For example, within the Interior Health authority of British Columbia, the leading nonsurgical diseases driving case-mix group data are heart failure, atrial fibrillation, ischemic heart disease, acute coronary syndrome, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, pneumonia, urinary tract infection, depression, poisoning or toxic drug effect, and acute gastrointestinal bleeding.
Health: personal communication, February 19, 2015); these are consistent with Canadian case-mix group data. Prevalent and impactful complex chronic conditions and case-mix group diseases should be considered as “priority diseases”.

The US Institute for Safe Medication Practices defines high-alert medications as “drugs that bear a heightened risk of causing significant patient harm when used in error”. Complex medication regimens pose risks to patient safety or adherence because of complex dosing schedules, complex methods of administration, and potential for drug interactions.2

Pharmacy leaders should assign pharmacists to service areas or wards where there is evidence that their clinical services will improve clinically important patient outcomes.6-10 Furthermore, pharmacy leaders and pharmacists should consider prioritizing cpKPI activities to areas with patients who have priority diseases and who are receiving high-alert or complex medication regimens. Ultimately, as shown in the recent literature, providing pharmacists with the opportunity to provide evidence-based activities to patients with priority diseases and receiving high-alert or complex medication regimens should improve the quality of drug therapy, patients’ knowledge and adherence to therapies, and health and economic outcomes.18

Clinical performance indicator systems are required to monitor and improve the delivery of cpKPI activities and to characterize the DTPs that are resolved by pharmacists. A DTP tracker that captures disease, drug, and DTP action fields for DTPs resolved by pharmacists shows that Interior Health pharmacists resolved a total of 155 701 DTPs between 2009 and 2014 (Figure 1). Queries to the DTP tracker database can be used to characterize different categories of pharmacist-resolved DTPs. For example, a pharmacist-resolved DTP for heart failure would be considered a resolved priority disease DTP (PD-DTP), and initiating a β-blocker for heart failure would be considered a resolved quality indicator DTP (QI-DTP). These data show that Interior Health pharmacists are caring for patients with priority diseases, making evidence-based interventions that are expected to improve health and economic outcomes, and improving the safety of medication use.

The cpKPIs can be used to clearly define expectations of care, improve accountability, and set benchmarks for the effectiveness, productivity, and efficiency of pharmacists. Prioritization of cpKPI activities toward patients with priority diseases who are receiving high-alert or complex medication regimens is important to ensure improvement in patient outcomes and return on the investment in clinical pharmacy services. Future areas of research for pharmacists should include developing evidence-informed, consensus-based QI-DTP interventions for pharmacists in specific therapeutic areas.

Figure 1. Pharmacist-resolved drug therapy problems (DTPs) from the Interior Health DTP tracker, for the period 2009–2014. PD-DTP = resolved priority disease DTP, i.e., any DTP resolved for priority disease states covered in 8 education modules delivered to Interior Health pharmacists (heart failure, atrial fibrillation, ischemic heart disease, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, pneumonia, urinary tract infection, diabetes mellitus, and gastroesophageal reflux disease or peptic ulcer disease); QI-DTP = resolved quality indicator DTP, i.e., any resolved DTP reflecting an evidence-based intervention for a priority disease that has been shown, in randomized controlled trials or meta-analyses, to improve clinically important outcomes; HAM-DTP = resolved high-alert medication DTP, i.e., any DTP resolved for an insulin, opioid, or anticoagulant. Categories of resolved DTPs are not mutually exclusive, and some resolved DTPs in the DTP tracker do not fall into any of these 3 categories.
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